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SPECTROSCOPY

The chemical evolution of the Galaxy is mostly The chemical evolution of the Galaxy is mostly 
studied by analyzing a chemical composition of studied by analyzing a chemical composition of 
stars. stars. 

The detailed chemical composition of stars can The detailed chemical composition of stars can 
only be determined by stellar spectra.  only be determined by stellar spectra.  
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SYNTSPEC

Syntspec is used for: Syntspec is used for: 

Chemical analysis of Galactic Red clump stars;Chemical analysis of Galactic Red clump stars;

Chemical analysis of open clusters in the Galactic Chemical analysis of open clusters in the Galactic 
disk;disk;

Investigation of chemical evolution of the Galactic Investigation of chemical evolution of the Galactic 
thick disk;thick disk;

Chemical analysis of stars in neighboring  galaxies;Chemical analysis of stars in neighboring  galaxies;

Analysis of chromospherically active stars.Analysis of chromospherically active stars.
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The SYNTSPEC application combined with The SYNTSPEC application combined with 
GRIDCOM user interface provides a great possibility GRIDCOM user interface provides a great possibility 
to calculate stellar synthetic spectra.to calculate stellar synthetic spectra.
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Future plans

In our future plan is the analysis of data to be In our future plan is the analysis of data to be 
provided in great numbers by the GAIA space provided in great numbers by the GAIA space 
mission of the European Space Agency (ESA).mission of the European Space Agency (ESA).
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